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I.

Introduction
In this contest, we formulate a problem of “logic regression on high dimensional
Boolean space”. Given a blackboxed input-output relation generator, contestants
are required to find a minimal Boolean logic circuit which matches the inputoutput relations of the given generator. However, since exploring the full input
space is impossible, 99.99% circuit accuracy is acceptable in this contest. Figure 1
shows the abstract of this problem.

Figure 1. Problem abstract.

II.

Background
For the problems with large input space, using sampling patterns is always a
powerful method to save efforts since it can quickly help identify cases’ properties.
In fact, the meaning behind these sampling results may be informative and useful.
However, the binary patterns and simulation results are very unreadable. For
example, when two designs are found non-equivalent, the results of pattern
simulation can tell which input patterns trigger the non-equivalence. Nevertheless,
it may still be hard to pinpoint the root-cause of the non-equivalence in the
designs just with these binary values. Therefore, if the tool can analyze the
Boolean relations of simulation results and transform them into a compact
semantic expression, it would be much friendly for human to diagnose the nonequivalence. Furthermore, once understanding the difference, it can be very
helpful for automating Engineering Change Order (ECO) to generate patches [1-5].
We can use more patterns and more exact pattern selection to increase the
accuracy of the analysis result. Here we call this learning/transformation as logic
regression on Boolean space [6]. We believe this regression technique can be

further applied to logic synthesis and model checking problem for escaping from
locally optimal solutions.
In this contest, we formulate the logic regression problem on high dimensional
Boolean space to focus on developing the engine for transforming a blackboxed
input-output relation generator into an understandable and compact Boolean
circuit. Since exploring all input patterns is impossible, 99.99% circuit accuracy is
acceptable. That is, 99.99% accuracy is the hard requirement, and the size of the
generated Boolean circuit is the evaluation focus of this contest problem.

III.

Contest Objective
The objective of this problem is to develop a scalable, efficient, and accurate logic
regression engine on high dimensional Boolean space. In this contest, we provide
industry-scale benchmarks to evaluate contestants’ algorithms. We expect novel
ideas can be inspired and can be applied in industrial tools. We also expect that
this problem can facilitate innovative researches on potential logic applications.

IV.

Problem Formulation, Input / Output Format, and Testing Procedure
A. Problem Formulation
Given a blackboxed input-output relation generator and its information of
input/output variables, contestants are required to find a minimal Boolean logic
circuit which matches the input-output relations of the given generator with at
least 99.99% accuracy. Figure 2 shows an example of the problem formulation.

Figure 2. An example of problem formulation.

The size of the generated circuit is calculated by the number of 2-input primitive
gates in the circuit. Note that the possible number of input variables ranges from
25 to thousands, and the number of output variables is less than 5000. The
accuracy of the circuit is calculated by the hit rate of the circuit w.r.t a certain set
of testing patterns and the corresponding golden output results of the generator.
Testing patterns are 100 thousand of reasonable patterns but hidden to
contestants. More details can be found in Sections V and VI.
B. Program requirement
The requested program must be run on a Linux system. The time limit of running
each testcase is 3600 seconds. Parallel computation with multiple threads or
processes is not allowed. The executable file should be named “lrg” and accept
three arguments:
./lrg <io_info.txt> <iogen> <circuit.v>
a. Input: <io_info.txt> specifies an input file that describes the input and
output variable information of the blackboxed input-output relation
generator for a testcase.
b. Input: <iogen> specifies the path of the executable input-output relation
generator for a testcase.
c. Output: <circuit.v> specifies the output circuit generated by contestants’
program.
For each case, we will provide an input-output relation generator. Contestants’
program must be able to call the generator and inject their input patterns
internally. The generator is an executable file named “iogen” and accepts two
arguments:
./iogen <in_pat.txt> <io_rel.txt>
a. Input: <in_pat.txt> specifies the input file that describes the input patterns
to be injected to the generator.
b. Output: <io_rel.txt> specifies the output file that describes the
corresponding output values of the generator w.r.t. the injected input
patterns.
Figure 3 shows the execution flow of the main program lrg together with the
input-output relation generator iogen.

Figure 3. Flow of main program with input-output relation generator.
The following subsections introduce the input/output formats of contestants’
main program and the input-output relation generator.
C. Input/Output Format of Main Program
Input format:
<io_info.txt> describes the input and output variable information of a given
input-output relation generator. The first line describes the numbers of input
variables and output variables. The second line describes the names of input
and output variables. Each number and variable are separated by an empty
character. Figure 4 shows an example of <io_info.txt>:
53
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 o1 o2 o3

Figure 4. Example of <io_info.txt>.
This example describes that the generator has 5 input variables and 3 output
variables. The input variables are named v1, v2, v3, v4, and v5, and the output
variables are names o1, o2, and o3.
The input/output format of the input-output relation generator (iogen) will be
introduced in subsection IV. D.

Output format:
<circuit.v> is the generated circuit that represents the input-output relation of
the given generator. The circuit must be in Verilog format with only 2-intput
primitive gates (AND, OR, XOR, NAND, NOR, XNOR), buffers, and inverters.
Only one module called top exists in the circuit. Figure 5 shows the example
of <circuit.v>.
module top ( v1, v2, … o1, o2, … );
input v1, v2 …;
output o1, o2 …;
wire w1, w2 …;
<primitive gate type> ( o1, v1, … );
<primitive gate type> ( w1, v2, … );
…
endmodule

Figure 5. Example of <circuit.v>.

D. Input/Output Format of Input-Output Relation Generator:
Input format:
<in_pat.txt> must describe the input patterns to be injected to the generator.
The first line must describe the number of input variables. The second line
must describe the names of input variables. Note that the sequence of input
variables must be consistent with that in the given <io_info.txt>. The
remaining lines then describe the input patterns w.r.t the input variables in
the same sequence. Every value and variable are separated by an empty
character. Figure 6 shows an example of <in_pat.txt> :
5
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
00000
00001
11001
…
11011

Figure 6. Example of <in_pat.txt>.
This example describes that the third input pattern w.r.t. the input variables is
{v1=1, v2=1, v3=0, v4=0, v5=1}.

output format:
<io_rel.txt> describes input-output relations generated by the given generator
w.r.t. the injected input patterns. The first line describes the numbers of input
variables and output variables. The second line describes the names of input
and output variables. The sequence of input and output variables will be
consistent with that in the given <io_info.txt>. The remaining lines describe
the input patterns w.r.t the input variables and the corresponding output
values w.r.t the output variables in the same sequence. Every value and
variable are separated by an empty character. Figure 7 shows an example of
<io_rel.txt>:
53
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 o1 o2 o3
00000001
00001010
11001110
…
11011000

Figure 7. Example of <io_rel.txt>.
This example describes that the third input pattern is {v1=1, v2=1, v3=0, v4=0,
v5=1}, and the corresponding output values under this pattern are {o1=1, o2=1,
o3=0}.

V.

Example
1. We will run the program by
./lrg io_info.txt iogen circuit.v.
2. Internally, lrg first gets the information from the following io_info.txt:
62
A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2 O0 O1

Figure 8. Example of io_info.txt to iogen.

3. lrg may inject the following 7 patterns in in_pat.txt to iogen:
6
A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2
000000
001000
110110
001001
001101
010010
111111

Figure 9. Example of injected patterns to iogen.
4. iogen generates the following 7 input-output relations in io_rel.txt:
62
A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2 O0 O1
00000010
00100000
11011010
00100111
00110101
01001010
11111111

Figure 10. Generated io_rel.txt by iogen according to injected in_pat.txt.
5. The main program accepts io_rel.txt. After analyzing the input-output relations,
the main program lrg may output the following Verilog file circuit.v:
module top (A0, A1, A2, B0, B1, B2, O0,O1);
input A0, A1, A2, B0, B1, B2; output O0, O1;
wire w1, w2, w3, w4, w5;
XNOR ( w1, A0, B0);
XNOR ( w2, A1, B1);
XNOR ( w3, A2, B2);
AND ( w4, w1, w2);
AND ( O0, w4, w3);
AND ( w5, A2, B2);
buf (O1, w5);
endmodule

Figure 11. A possible circuit.v generated by the program according to io_rel.txt.

6. The circuit in Figure 11 describes that O0 = (A0==B0)&(A1==B1)&(A2==B2), and
O1 = A2&B2. Since buf/inv will not be counted, the size of the circuit is |XNOR|+
|AND| = 3 + 3 = 6.
7. Finally, assume the hidden testing patterns and golden results are:
62
A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2 O0 O1
00000010
00100000
11011010
00100111
00110101
01001010
11111111
11010100
00011101
01101111

Figure 12. A possible set of testing data.
8. After simulating the output circuit with the testing patterns, we found that
under the pattern 000111, the simulation result (0, 0) at (O0, O1) of the circuit is
not consistent to the golden result (0 1). Thus, there are 9 correct results among
9

10 testing patterns. The hit rate of the circuit is 10 × 100% = 90%. We say the
accuracy of this circuit is 90%.

VI.

Evaluation
For each case, the result will be evaluated by the following criteria:
1. Correctness: The main program must be executed without crash. The
generated circuit must follow the format mentioned in Section IV. Parallel
computation with multiple threads or processes is not allowed. Any violation
will let the team get a score of 0 for that testcase.
2. Time limit: The main program must finish within 3600 seconds; otherwise, the
team gets a score of 0 for that testcase.
3. Circuit size calculation: The number of 2-input primitive gates in the
generated circuit.
4. Accuracy calculation: For each testcase, we will use certain 100 thousand of
testing patterns to test the accuracy of the circuit generated by contestants’
program. We will compare the simulation results of the circuit to the input-

output relations under the testing patterns. The accuracy is calculated by the
hit rate under these testing pattern:
|𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡|
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
× 100%
|𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛|
where |𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛| is the number of testing patterns simulated on the
generated circuit, i.e., 100,000, and |𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡| is the number of
simulation results that match the golden results (of the generator) w.r.t the
same testing patterns. Note that one matching means all output values must
be the same as the golden values under an input pattern. Figure 13 shows the
testing procedure when judging the accuracy of the generated circuit.

Figure 13. The testing procedure.
5. Scoring: The accuracy of a testcase must be larger than or equal to 99.99%.
Otherwise, the team gets a score of 0 for that testcase. The score is calculated
by
|𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑀𝐼𝑁 |
10 ×
|𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 |
where |𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑀𝐼𝑁 | is the minimal circuit size among all teams for the testcase,
and |𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 | is the circuit size of your team. In other words, the best
team will get 10 points for the testcase. For example, if the circuit sizes of team
A, team B, team C, team D are {10 ,25, 8, 20}, then their scores are {8, 3.2, 10,
4}.
Final Ranking: The team gets the highest total score of all testcases obtains the
first prize. If the total score ties, the teams are ranked according to the average

accuracy of all testcases (higher is better). If the accuracy still ties, the teams are
ranked according to the total elapsed time of all testcases (smaller is better).

VII.

Testcases
1. Note that the following sample case will not be involved in the cases for final
test.
2. The testcases will include 10 open and 6 hidden cases (tentative).
3. Each case will have 25 to thousands of input variables. The number of output
variables will be less than 5000 for each case.
4. We use 100 thousand of testing patterns to test the accuracy for each case.
Here is a sample case for testing basic function of your program. (Coming soon)

VIII. Guidance
Note that this section just provides very simple instructions for beginners. You can
skip this part if you are familiar with the problem.
The number and selection of sampling patterns will affect the accuracy as well as
the optimization results. Assume contestants have got a set of input patterns. A
trivial method to generate the circuit is to build the Sum-of-Product of the on-set
patterns. Using the case in Section V as an example, O0 can be expressed as
O0 = ̅̅̅̅
A0 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
A1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
A2 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
B0 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
B1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
B2 +
̅̅̅̅
A0 ∙ A1 ∙ A2 ∙ B0 ∙ B1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
B2 +
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
A0 ∙ A1 ∙ A2 ∙ B0 ∙ B1 ∙ B2 +
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ∙ B1 ∙ B2
̅̅̅̅ +
A0 ∙ A1 ∙ ̅̅̅̅
A2 ∙ B0
A0 ∙ A1 ∙ A2 ∙ B0 ∙ B1 ∙ B2
However, this problem can be viewed as the problem of logic optimization for
incomplete Boolean specified function. The non-specified patterns can be viewed
as the don’t-care space that can be utilized to generate a smaller circuit [7-9]. How
to utilize them will affect the accuracy again. Contestants must try to keep the
high accuracy while minimizing the circuit.
We encourage contestants to use novel ideas instead of transitional Boolean
optimization method to solve this problem. For example, pattern partition,
encoding, classification, and AI-related analysis/methods on the Boolean inputoutput are good research directions.
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